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Opportunity & Vision:

● With this endeavour there are opportunities in both speculative markets, in addition to practical 
commercial, financial and consumer demands.  People will always acquire what they want just 
because they want it and also acquire it because they need it, or in some cases because someone 
else needs it or wants it too. Simple right? 

● Anyone that is attracted to bright shiny objects and limitless faceted geometric possibilities just 
waiting to be discovered or machined or transformed from a humble looking object will most likely park 
some resources here. Although this involves mining, it can be done ethically and responsibility without 
creating hazardous abandoned mining sites or anything like that, and can acquire materials for further 
processing and directed to the finished and final product market. 

● Luckily for us, with this portfolio, no one has to die or risk their life, knowing that to build an 
advanced civilization, a group of people need to be civilized and that some people have learned that 
the almighty karma system seems to take away all those things that were obtained by fraud, war, theft, 
expropriation and so on. Many will disagree and laugh, but armies will not save you if you have no 
spiritual survival value, we did not invent the system, but we acknowledge its' existence, which is 
another good reason to live peaceably and in harmony with others and the environment.  Also, don't 
you worry, the loyal happy go lucky puppy or full time yard dog is still mans' best friend with star power 
all in their own and will most likely be voted as the “portfolio symbol” in the near future, because there 
are things worth much more than what money can buy. This is written for your understanding of our 
perspective and help those wondering about what a socially conscious, globally responsible, multi-
cultural, ethical fund really is....yeah, now back to the rock collection...

Explore & Discover:
● The mineral aspect is also essential in that, there are minerals, advanced materials and products in 
a raw, semi-processed and final state, that do amazing things which make them worth an enormous 
amount of money that people are more and happy to pay for. Cash in and cash out options.

● Sign up, get involved, be organized, contribute assets, resources, expertise, generate capabilities, 
personnel optimization, secure strategic advantage, market share, new wealth creation and channels 
of wealth and transform immediate and long term prospects in all enterprise industry sectors.

● Custom high value added and multiplied product value materialized from stone cutting, jewelry, art, 
industrial diamond and other materials for cutting and polishing tools.  Creating new sales and markets 
within a very established distribution and service system that exists just about anywhere is standard. 

● Currencies includes real tangible and intangible currencies, trading systems for products and 
services, clubs, organizations, co-operatives, collectivities, un-incorporated associations, private 
currencies and alternative or complimentary currencies that will continue to fuel the growth of group 
dynamics with plenty of resources to accommodate environmental, ecological, community and real 
world operating parameters, concerns and constraints.  An enhanced resource base, financial mobility 
from saving and buying power with amplified community and local economies, transforming thought, 
dreams and plans into 3D reality with our actions results in the quality of life that makes a difference.

● Finally, a small note that even if you do not contribute to this account, it might be an idea to pick up 
and develop your own rock, crystal a gem collection and discover a whole new world learn about 
geology, spend time in the great outdoors, do some prospecting or rock climbing (take lessons and get 
equipped) some mining and just develop an appreciation for something so exquisite in an every way a 
natural element of being. Just doing this can transform your life into an alternate future reality!
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